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8th Dec  2014 

GS3 

Q1). Central banks in many countries around the world, including developed and 

developing, are resorting to quantitative easing to devalue their currency. Examine the 

reasons and its implications. 

Main Article: http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/world-government-reliance-
monetary-policy-by-nouriel-roubini-2014-
12?utm_source=MadMimi&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22
The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_campaign=20141207_m123457308_Nouriel+Rou
bini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_term=The+Return+of+Currency+
Wars 

Ans: 

 Quantitative Easing is the method adopted by the central banks to increase economic 
growth by buying government and private securities to increase the liquidity or the 
lending capacity when all other efforts on interest rate control fails or it approaches 
near zero level but the dependability on unconventional method has increased due 
to the following 

 REASON: 

 a) Due to fiscal consolidation path followed the growth recovery is not taking place 
due to higher taxes and lesser public spending. 

 b) Asymmetric adjustment where the debtor is forced to save more and spend less 
leaving the surplus countries to go free invites the recession and deflation. 

 IMPLICATION: 

 a) As developed economies are going for QE it also affects the developing economies 
where they are forced to go for QE thus starting currency war by devaluing their 
currencies. 

 b) The higher reliance on QE without boosting the demand will again lead to same 
cycle either by increasing QE or delay in tapering it. 

http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/world-government-reliance-monetary-policy-by-nouriel-roubini-2014-12?utm_source=MadMimi&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_campaign=20141207_m123457308_Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_term=The+Return+of+Currency+Wars
http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/world-government-reliance-monetary-policy-by-nouriel-roubini-2014-12?utm_source=MadMimi&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_campaign=20141207_m123457308_Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_term=The+Return+of+Currency+Wars
http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/world-government-reliance-monetary-policy-by-nouriel-roubini-2014-12?utm_source=MadMimi&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_campaign=20141207_m123457308_Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_term=The+Return+of+Currency+Wars
http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/world-government-reliance-monetary-policy-by-nouriel-roubini-2014-12?utm_source=MadMimi&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_campaign=20141207_m123457308_Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_term=The+Return+of+Currency+Wars
http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/world-government-reliance-monetary-policy-by-nouriel-roubini-2014-12?utm_source=MadMimi&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_campaign=20141207_m123457308_Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_term=The+Return+of+Currency+Wars
http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/world-government-reliance-monetary-policy-by-nouriel-roubini-2014-12?utm_source=MadMimi&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_campaign=20141207_m123457308_Nouriel+Roubini%3A+%22The+Return+of+Currency+Wars%22&utm_term=The+Return+of+Currency+Wars
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 Only the judicious use of QE can benefit where the less fiscal consolidation, more public  
investment together with appropriate balancing with the debtor and creditor economies are  
needed to stop the unnecessary QE which is detrimental to global economy. 

GS - II 

Q2) Critically comment on some of important provisions of the proposed Road Transport 

and Safety Bill 2014. Do you think imposing hefty penalties on traffic rule violators will 

ensure road safety  especially on Indian roads? Discuss. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/drink-drive-

may-now-cost-you-rs-15-000-114120800005_1.html 

Ans –  

India having one of the highest death rate of road accidents the proposed Road Transport 

and safety bill 2014 is a step closer to make driving a responsible safe entity. 

Provisions: 

1.Incremental penalty for repeat offenders will act as deterrent and will prevent the drivers 

to be carefree . 

2. Allocation of "de merit points " will enforce the individual to restore careful driving as 

he/she knows the chances of suspension of the license 

3.Technological adoption from issuance of license to enforcement of penalty will reduce 

human intervention, making it transparent . Automated driving test , usage of electronic 

machines to gauge over speeding and subsequent online payment of fine will reduce 

passenger harassment . 

4. Transfer of vehicles between states to be done online. 

5. Resting onus on adults in case involving children on board or on road will lead them to be 

more responsible as escape route is not there. 

6. manufacturing companies are also given a whip of fine if their model fails a car test. this 

shows the utmost importance of passenger safety. 

7. Empowering passenger in case of faulty design of road and also assisting them in cashless 

treatment within an hour of accident shows the sensibility of this proposed bill. 

Impose of hefty penalty only will not ensure road safety as: 

 

1. Rich will always have easy escape route as evident in recent high profile hit run cases. 

2. It will taken as an alternative route to escape hassels of police, court, etc. 

3. it will lead to increase cases of rash/reckless driving. 

4. Improper crossing via pedestrians will continue. 

Government must ensure that hefty penalty is not understood as a replacement to life and 

road crossing etiquettes are embedded in pedestrians as well. 
 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/drink-drive-may-now-cost-you-rs-15-000-114120800005_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/drink-drive-may-now-cost-you-rs-15-000-114120800005_1.html
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Q3) Examine the various bottlenecks that exist in the introduction of Goods and 

Services Tax in the country. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/fm-plans-rs-

13k-cr-carrot-to-clear-gst-bottlenecks-114120700770_1.html 

Ans: 

GST or Goods and Services Tax is a comprehensive tax levy on manufacture, sale and 

consumption of goods and services at a national level. Touted as one of the biggest taxation 

reforms in the history of India GST was supposed to be implemented by 2010 but being a 

dual tax to be levied by both centre and states, over the years it has hit many roadblocks & 

negotiations to settle them continue between Centre & States. 

Problems in implementation of GST: 
1).GST Council: Most states do not agree on the formation of a GST Council, a dispute 
resolution authority proposed to be set up under GST regime as they feel their autonomy 
will be severely compromised. 
2).Central Sales Tax (CST) compensation: CST is imposed by both the states in which goods 

are produced and in which it is consumed leading to cascading of prices. GST aims to do 

away with this practice and levy tax only in consuming states. Hence, it was decided to 

phase out CST till 2010 & centre decided to compensate states till 2010-11 but states have 

demanded that they be compensated for a period of 5 yrs holding centre responsible for this 

delay in implementation of GST. 

3).Negative list:  The products that should be and shouldn‘t be under negative list (a list of 

products exempted from GST) is another issue of contention between centre & states. 

The recent decision by the finance min to dole out 13000 Crore compensation to states in a 

phased manner over a period of 3 yrs is a welcome decision considering CST compensation 

has been a major bottleneck in this whole issue. 

GST , if implemented will bring in transparency in administration, simplify the procedure 

and create an environment for growth of industry and economy. It has been said by eminent 

economists that GST will help growth of GDP by 1.5 per cent.  

GST is working smoothly and successfully in the European Union (EU) & its successful 

implementation in India will help boost our economic growth. 

Cursory reads: 

1). http://www.dailypioneer.com/state-editions/bhubaneswar/end-gst-roadblocks-for-

sake-of-economic-growth.html 

2). http://www.india-briefing.com/news/gst-roadblocks-continue-impede-progress-india-

5386.html/ 

3). http://gstindia.com/ 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/fm-plans-rs-13k-cr-carrot-to-clear-gst-bottlenecks-114120700770_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/fm-plans-rs-13k-cr-carrot-to-clear-gst-bottlenecks-114120700770_1.html
http://www.dailypioneer.com/state-editions/bhubaneswar/end-gst-roadblocks-for-sake-of-economic-growth.html
http://www.dailypioneer.com/state-editions/bhubaneswar/end-gst-roadblocks-for-sake-of-economic-growth.html
http://www.india-briefing.com/news/gst-roadblocks-continue-impede-progress-india-5386.html/
http://www.india-briefing.com/news/gst-roadblocks-continue-impede-progress-india-5386.html/
http://gstindia.com/
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GS2 

Q4) Unlike direct benefits transfer (DBT) to LPG customers, it is difficult to implement 

the same for kerosene consumers. Examine why and offer solutions. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/identifying-

beneficiaries-a-challenge-for-cash-transfer-of-kerosene-subsidy-114120800028_1.html 

Ans: 

Kerosene being humbly called as ―Fuel of the Poor‖ has limited presence now in rural area. 
Most of the kerosene distributed through Fair Price Shop(FPS) makes it way to black market. 
It is difficult to implement Direct Benefits Transfer(DBT) for Kerosene consumers because of 
following reasons: 

1. Kerosene buyers through FPS belongs to 3 types viz. Above Poverty Line, Below Poverty 
Line and Antyodaya Anna Yojana. Tracking all the beneficiaries is difficult task as most of 
them belong to rural areas were AADHAR card enrolment has not achieved great success. 

2. LPG is essential commodity, means every household needs it for cooking. But same is not 
case with Kerosene. Most people sell it in market. If DBT will be implemented, almost 
everyone will opt for Cash transfer, which will lead to Govt ending up paying much more 
than what it is paying in form of subsidies on Kerosene. 

3. Government can‘t really rely on DBT because many genuine users doesn‘t have either 
AADHAR Card or Bank Account. There is no bank facilities also in near vicinity in all 
village. It will create unnecessary problems for rural people. 

4. As the quota per household for kerosene is quite less hence the DBT transfer will also be 
less than 100rs which can be easily spent in other household errands. Also as bank account is 
operated by males in rural so, it is riskier to give money instead of essential commodity of 
household use. 

5. If DBT will be implemented, poor people will left on market driven price risk. 
Unavailability of kerosene in market will create supply driven inflation and hence the cash 
transferred will not buy same amount of kerosene in market. Also govt will have to again 
pay subsidy or provide sufficient kerosene stock in market which will cost dearly to 
exchequer. 

Hence, for the effective regulation of Kerosene, Current style of FPS is fine with some strict 
rules for checking the sale of kerosene in black market to stop such practices and save 
subsidy money. 

GS3 

Q5) Are there any negative fallout of increased usage and dependence of renewable 

energy sources?  Critically examine. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/mark-chediak-why-

elon-musk-s-batteries-scare-the-hell-out-of-the-electric-company-114120700838_1.html 

Ans: 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/identifying-beneficiaries-a-challenge-for-cash-transfer-of-kerosene-subsidy-114120800028_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/identifying-beneficiaries-a-challenge-for-cash-transfer-of-kerosene-subsidy-114120800028_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/mark-chediak-why-elon-musk-s-batteries-scare-the-hell-out-of-the-electric-company-114120700838_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/mark-chediak-why-elon-musk-s-batteries-scare-the-hell-out-of-the-electric-company-114120700838_1.html
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Renewable or Infinite energy sources can replenish itself such as wind, solar, geothermal, 
biomass, tidal, etc. Nowadays, at many places it serves as replacement to electricity, motor 
fuels, rural energy, etc. due to its very purpose of sustainability & availability. USA has best 
wind resources in entire world. Many countries like India, UK, Germany, etc. have offered 
job to manufacture these resources. 

However, the question pops up asking whether such increase use of renewable energy is 
viable or has any shortcomings? It can be evaluated as in:- 

·It is a clean & reliable fuel, conserving our natural resource. However, the increased 
constructions of these sources has risk environment, tribal & wild life. eg, massive 
hydropower dam in Uttarakand has led to severe disaster. Moreover, large dam 
construction has led to increase propensity of earthquake such as in case of China. Further 
normal flow of river is hampered, causing dam failures like Banqiao dam in Southern China. 
Sacred & submergence of land also leads to ecological distortions. Also turbines used in 
Tidal power station kills fish passing through it. 

·Potential infinite energy supply like Geothermal are used successfully in countries such as 
New Zealand & Iceland but at the same time it leaves dangerous elements 
underground which needs to be disposed carefully. 

·Manufacturing & implementation cost of this energy is pretty high which leads to 
financial burden. Eg, in Dutch govt plans to transfer this burden to households 
& industry to secure the funds for wind power & also announced to cut down on subsidy. 

Thus we can say that high cost, old energy lobbies are increasing negative fallouts of 
renewable energy sources. However, with time & money along with rapid tech 
advancement these demerits will be fixed, after all it mitigates Global warming 
the biggest threat to humankind. 

 

GS3 (S&T) 

Q6) What do you understand by transponders that are used in satellites? Write a note on 

types of transponders used by ISRO and their uses. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/gsat16-on-

course/article6671133.ece 

Ans: 

The term Transponder is a combination of words transmitter and responder, in the sense of 
satellite communication it is a wireless device used in satellites to receive and transmit the 
radio signals at prescribed frequency range. After receiving the signal from earth based 
stations, transponder at the same time broadcasts the signal at different frequencies. 

There are two types of transponders:- 
1-Bend pipe transponder (receives-amplifies-broadcasts) 
2-Regenerative transponder(receives-decode/re-encode-broadcast) 
These transponders work on different frequency bands used for satellite communication. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/gsat16-on-course/article6671133.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/gsat16-on-course/article6671133.ece
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C-band 
X-band 
Ku-band 
Ka-band 
ISRO with the launch of GSAT-16 containing 24 C-band , 12 upper extended C-band and 12 
Ku band transponders will boost its public and private communication services like 
telecommunications, television broadcasting, weather forecasting, disaster warning and 
Search and Rescue operations. 

These 48 transponders will join the existing 180 transponders, still not adequate with the 
demands of the network seekers. But surely it will give some relief to these large and small 
network seekers in the country. 

GS3 (S&T) 

Q7) Write a short note on the New Horizons probe of NASA. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/nasa-probe-wakes-up-

for-pluto-encounter/article6671199.ece 

Ans: 

● New Horizons was launched in January 2006 with an Earth-relative speed of about 

16.26 kilometres per second. It has set the record for the highest launch speed of a 

human-made object from Earth. 

● The mission is the first among the New Frontiers Mission Category of NASA which is 

a series of exploration missions for several planets including Jupiter, Venus, and 

Pluto. 

● New Horizons will look at the surface and atmospheric compositions of Pluto in the 

hopes of learning something about dwarf planets in general which we now know are 

more common in the solar system than rocky worlds like our own and gas giants like 

Jupiter combined. It will explore the outer-most and most-populated region of the 

solar system, the Kuiper belt, which is full of rocky, icy objects that have remained 

largely unchanged since the formation of the solar system. 

● The piano-size spacecraft is powered by a nuclear power source and has travelled 

nearly 3 billion miles (4.8 billion km) to reach Pluto in a mere nine years, making it 

the fastest space probe ever launched. It has spent two-thirds of its journey in a 

hibernation state that has both prolonged the life of the instruments and reduced 

staff costs on the ground. 

● The probe carries seven instruments including infrared and ultraviolet 

spectrometers. 

● From Jan. 15, when New Horizons gets close enough to Pluto it will start taking 

measurements. By mid-May, the spacecraft should send home the best images we've 

ever had of the dwarf planet. To date, the best we have comes from the Hubble and 

even that powerful telescope shows Pluto as a blurred splotch. 

● It will be closest to Pluto by July 2015.The mission is said to conclude by 2026. If the 

probe continues to be functioning even after 2038, the probe will explore the outer 

heliosphere. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/nasa-probe-wakes-up-for-pluto-encounter/article6671199.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/nasa-probe-wakes-up-for-pluto-encounter/article6671199.ece
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TOPIC: IR, SECURITY GS3 

Q8) Is increasing Chinese presence in and engagement with Sri Lanka a cause of concern 

for India? Critically comment. 

Main Article:http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/china-launches-

major-water-project-in-sri-lanka/article6671122.ece 

Ans: 

The relationship between Sri Lanka and China has always been warm and cordial. The scale 

of investments made by China in Sri Lanka gives the depth of their relationship. However 

the increasing Chinese presence in the Indian Ocean regions shouldbe closely observed by 

India from geopolitical, strategic and security point of view. 

Maritime Silk Route: China‘s interest in MSR to trade through Suez Canal has propelled its 

desire to establish bases in Indian Ocean. China is using its financial muscle to engage 

ingeopolitical theory is called string of pearls.SimilarlySea Lines of Communication (SLOC) 

to connect to mainland Africa and Middle Eastfor China‘s future energy security needs. 

Trade and Commerce: EXIM Bank of China and its government have sponsored the 

expansion of Hambantota Port. It was first offered to India concerns India militarily and 

commercially. The docking of Chinese ships in Colombo, one of the busiest ports concerns 

India as it is a important station for India. 

Chinese Veto: China had used its veto in UN council to protect Srilankan interest against 

EU and dialogue partner status of Srilanka in Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) is 

looked suspiciously by India. 

Investment: China also investing heavily in developing deep water portsand "Karakoram" 

highway connecting Western china and Arabian Sea with Indian interest in South China 

Sea.China has overtaken India as the largest investor in Srilanka and delved in power, water 

projects. 

In the last decade India focus effectively in its relationship with Srilanka as the country was 

in the midst of its civil war and it had its ramificationsin the domestic politics of India.While 

the optimist views goes that the more and more China invests more would be the incentive 

and inclination to rub along better with its trading partners.It should get its act together to 

focus on its role in the Indian Ocean and SAARC region. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/china-launches-major-water-project-in-sri-lanka/article6671122.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/china-launches-major-water-project-in-sri-lanka/article6671122.ece
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09 December 2014  

 GS3 

Q1) Examine, in the light of latest findings, what makes Mars a more habitable planet in 

the opinion of space scientists? 

Main Article: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/09/science/-stronger-signs-of-life-on-
mars.html?emc=edit_ae_20141208&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0 

Ans:  

Mars also known as Mangal has always been a curious case to mankind. Be it watched with 
naked eye or using hubble telescope, it always raised a question, would there be alike of 
mankind there too. Recent findings by NASA‘s Curiousity Rover Robot and various space 
photographs. Some findings which supports assumption that Mars can be habitable are: 

1. Mars has Soil and atmosphere containing 5 essential building blocks viz. Carbon, oxygen, 
Nitrogen, Phosphorous and Hydrogen. 

2. There are proofs that, Mars is having underground water resources. 

3. There is enough sunlight to use solar panels. 

4. The Gravity of Mars is 38% of Earth which makes human adaptable to Mars easily. 

5. It has atmoshpere (though thin, because most of the gases evades due to low gravity) 
protects or filters Sun‘s consmic and harmful radiation. 

6. Mar‘s day and night rhythm is very similary to Earth. Mars has a day of 24 hours 40 
minutes. 

7. Mars is not too cold to freeze or not too hot to make it unhabitable. 

8. Recent finding of simple organic compounds on Mars is also a proof of habitable. 

9. It had volcona, deltas, river and seas in ancient time, which shows that there might be life 
in ancient time. 

Hence all these points sums up to make space astronomers more hopeful in their 
exploration. Also, as there are only two other celestial bodies near Earth‘s orbit which are 
Moon and Venus. Both lack habitable traits. This also makes Mars a top candidate for 
research and analysis. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/09/science/-stronger-signs-of-life-on-mars.html?emc=edit_ae_20141208&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/09/science/-stronger-signs-of-life-on-mars.html?emc=edit_ae_20141208&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
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GS - II 

Q2) Many of the central government schemes faced various problems, especially related 

to their implementation and sharing of funds between centre and states. Examine these 

problems in detail and suggest what should be the role of state governments in the 

implementation of central schemes. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/new-plan-

panel-may-alter-structure-focus-on-central-schemes-114120800382_1.html 

Ans –  

The Central government has mulled reform and restructure of the centrally sponsored 

schemes.It comes at the outset of various implementation level challenges.These could be 

viewed as: 

1.Lack of proper planning - It has been observed that in many cases schemes were devised 

without proper assessment of the ground requirements.ex.MNREGA scheme 

2.Lack of consensus between centre and states - The interests of states with respect to budget 

and appropriate projects are often overlooked while devising the scheme.They are seldom 

taken taken into boat with mearge budgetary allocations. 

3.Lack of flexibility of the scheme - There are many instances were funds allocated could not 

be utilised for actual necessity.It is rule bound to use the funds only for the stipulated work 

irrespective of the actual requirement. 

4.Corruption 

Hence,it becomes imperative adopt measures for the effective mitigation of problems 

concerning the respective states. 

1.States must be entitled to have more say in decision making on various aspects from the 

formulation of plans to budgetary allocations.Centre must preferably perform the role of a 

responsible facilitator. 

2.The existing schemes must be revamped to suit the actual requirement of a region..in other 

words,bring in a demand based approach. 

3.Corruption at the grassroot level could be checked by employing IT based intervention like 

direct Benefit Transfer,Direct Cash Transfer etc. 

On the whole,there is an urgent need to weed out the implementation level challenges at a 

faster pace to bring about much required human development in various quarters. 

 

 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/new-plan-panel-may-alter-structure-focus-on-central-schemes-114120800382_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/new-plan-panel-may-alter-structure-focus-on-central-schemes-114120800382_1.html
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GS2 

Q3) What do you understand by Conditional cash transfers (CCTs) and Unconditional 

cash transfer (UCT)? Which one suits India better? Examine. 

Main Article: http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/no-conditions-

apply/99/ 

Ans: 

Cash transfers have been used by the governments world over to alleviate the poor from 

their economic distress and to help them build upon their limited resources. These schemes 

are of two types, 

1).Unconditional Cash transfer (UCT) 

2). Conditional cash transfer (CCT) 

A conditional cash transfer scheme would require the intended beneficiary to fulfil a certain 

behavioural condition in order to receive the cash benefit. The accompanying condition is 

designed to incentivize a developmental outcome. For example, in the 

JananiSurakshaYojana (J.S.Y.) pregnant women are paid between Rs 1000 to Rs 1400 to 

deliver their babies in a hospital (or with the assistance of a qualified health worker in some 

cases. 

Unconditional cash transfers on the other hand do not require the beneficiary to fulfil any 

such behavioural condition – they receive the cash simply by virtue of belonging to a certain 

socio-economic or demographic bracket. Old age pensions are an example of unconditional 

cash transfers, wherein people receive the benefit by virtue of belonging to an eligible age 

group. 

CCT are more successful in the areas having no supply side constraints. UCTs are more 

helpful in areas having severe supply side constraints like maybe the case in most of the 

rural areas of India where a mandatory attendance under CCT will not improve the 

standards of learning unless the quality of education imparted is improved. Providing cash 

transfers to get a certain social goal fulfilled can lead to unwanted exclusion of the needy 

from the schemes.  

UCTs are the way to go forward so that every poor household can avail the benefit of cash 

transfers and can graduate to a from being vulnerable to being economically stable sections 

of the society. 

 

GS2 

Q4) Critically analyse why some of the strategies adopted by the union and state 

governments have not been successful in tackling Left Wing Extremism. 

Main Article: http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/old-old-war/99/ 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/no-conditions-apply/99/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/no-conditions-apply/99/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/old-old-war/99/
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Ans: 

Left Wing Extremism emanated from the poverty, inequitable growth and demand for 
autonomy. Indian government took many steps including military operations, strict laws 
like AFSPA and development programs. 

Inspite of all the machinery and funds poured in, The Government had limited success. The 
main reasons for limited success in tackling Left Wing Extremism are 
1) Use of naxalites by local leaders to gain vote bank in elections. They have time and again 
provided concessions at crucial points when the movements were at weak point thereby 
giving them life. 
2) inability to improve social and economic conditions by govt. This has in part been made 
difficult by naxalite operations as well, who have not struck terror in the heart of govt 
officials in conducting their duties by abducting and killing of officials of high rank like DM. 
The govt ought to provide better security to its officials and take programs from strength to 
strength from block to block and then district to district which will provide people with 
hope and establish efficiency of the government machinery 
3) Lack of rule of law in these areas due to frequent case of kidnapping, booth looting in 
elections, extortion money, and local leader support. Rule of law needs to be established and 
guilty needs to be punished. 

4) Human rights violation and lack of people support. 

Thus, to properly tackle the problems there needs to obtain peoples support, improving 
socio-economic condition, cutting naxal-politician nexus and establishing rule of law are 
needed to get rid of left wing extremism. 

GS2 

Q5) How do state governments mobilize their resources for taking up development 

activities and managing other finances? Do you think it‟s possible for an Indian state to 

completely generate its own resources without depending on the central government for 

assistance? Examine. 

Main Article: http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/a-new-deal-for-the-

states/99/ 

Ans: 

Article 280 of constitution of India has provided with provision of establishing Finance 
commission to decide on the guidelines governing the proceeds from the taxes obtained by 
union government. Also, the constitution specifies the areas where union and states can levy 
and collect taxes in form of union, state and concurrent lists. 

The states list has 19 items, of which taxes on electricity, estates, toll tax, tax on goods and 
services, profession tax etc can be employed by all states etc. The proceeds from these are 
very low. 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/a-new-deal-for-the-states/99/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/a-new-deal-for-the-states/99/
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Other taxes like agriculture, mineral rights, etc depends on states. Farmers are generally left 
off the tax loop, and only a few states like Jharkhand etc are rich in mineral which can utilise 
these taxes to fund their programs. 

Thus, it does not seem that all states can be self sufficient in generating their own resources 
as most of the tax proceeds are collected by the Center. 

Also, central government schemes take a major chunk of the state government taxes. Most of 
the central government schemes have a provision for sharing of burden of the programs. 

This makes central help indispensible. 

There is a need to make state government more autonomous and provide them with enough 
proceeds to function without help of central government while at the same time maintaining 
central superiority to protect the sovereignty and integrity of India. 

GS2 

Q6) In the light on ongoing debate on replacing the Planning Commission, examine what 

role the Finance Commission might play. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/now-finance-panel-may-allocate-

funds/article6674374.ece 

Ans: 

Planning Commission was setup in March 1950 by a resolution by the Government of India 

with Prime Minister as chairperson. Planning Commission became a part of the Government 

in 1961 and its role and responsibilities are found under Allocation of Business (AOB) Rules 

, 1961. 

Planning Commission should be replaced for the following reasons: 

1) No structural mechanism for regular engagement with states. 

2) Ineffective forum for resolution of center and state and inter ministerial issues. 

3) Inadequate capacity, expertise and domain knowledge, weak networks with think tanks 

and lack of access to expertise outside Government. 

4) Weak implementation, monitoring and evaluation processes. 

 

The cabinet in its meeting on 13th August 2014 approved the repeal of the cabinet resolution 

dated 15/03/1950 by which the planning commission was setup. The cabinet was also 

authorized the prime minister to finalize the contours of the new institutions to replace the 

planning commission. 

Finance Commission would be the new body to replace Finance Commission to be a think 

tank in the era of liberalization that could possibly be merged with the National 

development Council (NDC). As per the 280 article of Constitution Finance Commission 

was set up as quasi judicial body and is appointed every 5 years to recommend a formula 

for devolving the centre‘s tax revenues to states. The centre transfers about 2 percent of GDP 

to states from its tax revenue.  

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/now-finance-panel-may-allocate-funds/article6674374.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/now-finance-panel-may-allocate-funds/article6674374.ece
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For the Finance Commission to determine and allocate development funds to states, it will 

have to be permanent body. For this Government could have to amend the constitution to 

make the Finance Commission as a permanent body. 

GS3 (S&T) 

Q7) Write a short note on Green diesel and its applications. 

Main Article: 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/first-green-diesel-powered-

flight/article6674310.ece 

Ans: 

● Green Diesel is a step toward meeting the energy demands in an efficient way. It is 

Cleaner, Greener and Sustainable. 

● ‗Green Diesel‘, a sustainable biofuel is made from vegetable oils, waste cooking oil 

and animal fats. 

● Green diesel is chemically different than bio diesel, and it can be made from waste 

streams destined for landfill. It's green because it is preventing waste from going to 

landfill, and it‘s "well to wheels" GHG footprint is the lowest of all fuels. 

○ The most basic difference between Biodiesel and Green Diesel is that ''in 

colder climate G-diesel does not cloud or gel until much lower temp. i.e -40 

degree is reached where as this benefit is not with Biodiesel'' therefore Green 

diesel is suitable for colder region. 

○ Green diesel has a different molecular structure so it gives more energy 

density than biodiesel. 

● Green Diesel has many advantages over its counterparts. 

○ Lower emissions — up to 80% less compared to petroleum diesel, help 

meeting industry‘s environmental goals. 

○  It requires no changes to fuel infrastructure or vehicle technology. 

○ Can be shipped easily via pipelines. 

○ Superior cold-flow properties — more suitable for very cold weather 

conditions. 

○ Higher energy content per volume compared to bio-diesel. 

● Applications 

○ A sustainable and environment friendly Jet Fuel. 

○ Green Diesel can make up for fluctuations in renewable power supplies.  

 

 

TOPIC: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY GS3 

Q8) What do you understand by DNA sequencing? Explain its applications. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/ancient-dna-on-

parchments-can-reveal-agricultural-development/article6674517.ece 

Ans: 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/first-green-diesel-powered-flight/article6674310.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/first-green-diesel-powered-flight/article6674310.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/ancient-dna-on-parchments-can-reveal-agricultural-development/article6674517.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/ancient-dna-on-parchments-can-reveal-agricultural-development/article6674517.ece
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DNA sequencing is a scientific method to study thepattern and of 4 nucleotides or 4 bases in 

a gene(namely Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine and Thymine). 

All organisms have unique DNA sequencing and hence it helps in identification and study 

of organisms. DNA Sequencing is a vast field which also involves DNA alteration and the 

knowledge is used in Genetic Engineering.DNA Sequencing is used in various ways such as: 

a) DNA alteration and Combination and GMO:It is used to produce Genetically Modified 

Organisms, cloning of species and altering DNA to create more resilient and 

adaptablespecies of plants and animals. 

b)Parental testing: To confirm two persons are related to each other.In Forensic research to 

identify the deceased person based on his DNA sequence. 

c) Evolutionary Biology:It uses DNA Sequencing for knowing how the organisms evolved 

from simpler to more complex organisms. 

d)Drug Testing:Detecting the presence of particular genes in a DNA or introducing foreign 

DNA and detecting the presence of known genes and effect of drugs. 

e) Molecular Biology: Studying the genomeitself, how proteins are made,identifying 

newgenes and associations with diseases and phenotypes, and identifyingpotential drug 

targets 

Q9) What are the characteristics of a „middle class‟ family in the Indian context? In a 

recent survey it is found there is a massive expansion of middle class families is going on 

in India. Critically examine its consequences. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/being-middle-class-in-

india/article6674358.ece 

Ans: 

Historically, middle class has played important role in shaping the course of events and 

consequences. Let it be Industrial revolution, technological innovation, formation of 

ideologies and evolution of education, everywhere it has a vivid impact and a continuous 

exertion. 

While the lines along the formation of middle class and its existence were clear, India 

doesn't have such significant distinctions. In India, a middle class notion ranges from beliefs 

such as better future for children, social progress, India's progress, better economic 

development, to better household situation.  

Anybody who finds himself within its periphery calls himself a middle class.  

Indian middle class is a positive notion. It is a proud feeling for a majority of Indians. Caste 

is being baffled and will be obliterated with the further expansion of the middle class. 

More of Indian population comes under middle class, more its purchasing power increases 

and it will help India with a bigger market.  

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/being-middle-class-in-india/article6674358.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/being-middle-class-in-india/article6674358.ece
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Indian middle class has a better literacy rate and hence its role in the decision making will be 

more in the interest of the nation. A well off middle class family will add wings to their 

children‘s' talent and hence will ultimately benefit the country. 

 

Having a big middle class is a blessing for a country and if latter is on a growing path then 

the former's existence gets a role and a goal. 

 

GS3 

Q10) Write a note on the importance of India‟s recently launched communication satellite 

GSAT-16. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/new-satellite-takes-

wing/article6674355.ece 

Ans: 

Mars had always intrigued scientists across the world. To begin with, it has key elements 
such as oxygen, hydrogen, phosphorus, nitrogen and carbon along with standing water and 
an energy source that are vital for existence of life. However, latest findings by Curiosity 
rover facilitated in better understanding vis-a-vis life on Mars. These are: 

a. There could have been large rivers and deltas in Gale Crater millions of years ago, 
substantiating the argument that life would've existed then. 
b. Large amounts of perchlorate or liquid brine have been found which may provide a 
potential location for salt and cold-loving microorganisms.  
c. A large number of delta-like and lake-like formations might be the dried-up portions of 
lakes and rivers. 
d. The atmosphere must have been much warmer than what was earlier thought by the 
scientists. 

The search for definitive evidence of life-enabling mechanisms on Mars will take more time. 
Thanks to the extensive research till date, experts are now able to strategize more on the 
types of payload that are indispensable to carry a thorough analysis. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/new-satellite-takes-wing/article6674355.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/new-satellite-takes-wing/article6674355.ece
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10th Dec 2014 

GS3 

Q1). Examine the factors that have helped China to become world leader in production of 

energy from renewable sources. In your opinion, what lessons can India learn from 

Chinese? Discuss  

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/bullet-trains-
success-fires-chinas-nuclear-export-drive/article6677679.ece. 

Ans: 

 China already had a feather in her cap named Three Gorges Dam which is engineering 
marvel for world‘s largest and efficient Hydropower Dam. In last 3 decades China has 
achieved many success toward clean energy, one reason being continous questions raised on 
rising pollution in China. Though China has been world‘s largest emitter of GHG after US, 
but China‘s progress is toward clean energy generation are attribute to following factors: 

1. China‘s cheap labour availability 

2. China‘s diverse land terrain enables it to fetch Hydropower in high terrain of southern 
china, Wind Power in coastal and Tundra regions. 

3. Ever rising demand of power makes research in Clean energy a motivating field. 

4. China is rich in renewable energy resources like Yangtze, Tsangpo and Yellow river had 
very favourable gorges and valleys for constrution of dam. 

5. Busy traffic in china forced her to bring Bullet trains, electric train for long distance. 

6. Strict rules like Banning the extra cars and not issuing new cars to undeserving buyers 
reduced petroleum consumption, pollution and traffic in last 1 decade. 

7. A completely dedicated department CHINA NATIONAL NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
(CNNC) on Nuclear Research focussing on clean energy gave many ideas for robust 
reactors. 

8. China banned all Incandescent, Gas filled (Tube Light, Helium ) bulbs in 2012, which 
decreased household consumption. 

Compared to China, India is still in nascent stage of leading in clean energy. India has only 
2% energy from Nuclear, while 17% from Hydroelectricity. Hence India must focus more on 
Nuclear and Renewable energy. Steps India can take: 

1. Speedy process for Nuclear Power Plant after comprehensive groundwork on safety. 

2. Fast introduction of Bullet and Leviating Maglev trains. 

3. More efforts on research on new avenues of Clean energy. 
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4. Increasing the share of tidal and wind energy in it‘s 5000km shoreline. 

India can reap it‘s geographical dividend to follow the path of China. 

 

GS - III 

Q2) Do you think the recent defense pact signed between Russia and Pakistan would 

affect relations between India and Russia? Critically comment. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/russiapakistan-ties-in-

indias-longterm-interest-putin/article6677729.ece 

Ans – 

Relation between Russia and Pakistan has been full of turbulence especially on 2 instances. 

First, during cold war era when pakistan taking part of US allowed to setup basestation on 

Pakistan for air survelliance on Russia. Second, when US funded Indian Mujahideen of 

Pakistan to fight Soviet. 

But last month with defence pact signed between Russia and Pakistan raised question and 

diplomatic eyebrows. Defence pact is about fighting terrorism and anti-drug survelliance 

which is affecting both countries. On closer look, it is clear that it is good for India in long 

term, as it will suppress terrorism in Pakistan soil as well as Money circulation among 

terrorist organisation. India always being loyal and ‗all weather friend‘ of Russia is extra 

cautious on this, but understand that in today‘s scenerio, we can‘t bind countries not to have 

relation with each other. Complex and dependent relations among nations are both good 

and bad. Good as India can ask Russia to pressurise Pakistan to have strict criminal charges 

on Terrorism activity but on the other hand, Russia will have economic and diplomatic 

compulsion toward Pakistan for not listening to India. 

Hence, best diplomatic act India can perform at this instance to raise concern and minutely 

watch if arms, ammunition hardwares are provided to Pakistan to fight terrorism as it may 

be diverted to Militant outfits. Also, India can bind US and Russia with setting up a 

watchdog committee on pakistan‘s activity and critically analyse progress on this defense 

pact. 
 

GS2 

Q3) Some analysts opine that India should be worried because of growing closeness 

between Russia and China. Critically examine why. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/for-a-warmer-russian-

bear-hug/article6677675.ece 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/india-russia-here-and-now/99/ 

Ans: 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/russiapakistan-ties-in-indias-longterm-interest-putin/article6677729.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/russiapakistan-ties-in-indias-longterm-interest-putin/article6677729.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/for-a-warmer-russian-bear-hug/article6677675.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/for-a-warmer-russian-bear-hug/article6677675.ece
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/india-russia-here-and-now/99/
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In the backdrop of Ukraine‘s crisis, shrinking oil market in west, sanctions from west and 
falling oil prices, Russia is in desperate need of closer economic and strategic ties with east. 

So, Russia is trying to build closer ties in east. It has been successful in finding immediate oil 
market in China and $ 400 billion agreement has been signed in which Russia will supply oil 
to China for next 30years. And bilateral relations between Russia and China is not limited to 
oil they have become much diverse and includes transportation, banking also. 

The growing closeness of Russia with China and Pakistan and emerging of China as a major 
power is changing the power balance in Asia. Russia has started supporting China on 
international forums and all this can prove seriously harmful for India‘s interest. 

Most importantly, India had strong amicable relation with Russia and this has acted as a 
deterrent for both China and Pakistan to make any big move potent enough to threaten 
security of the country. But now situation seems to be changing. 

New Delhi still has strong ties with Moscow in defence equipments but for stronger 
relations between the two countries deep economic relations need to be developed. When 
Russia will have equally important economic and defence concerns in both China and India 
then a balance of power will become possible in Asia 

 

Q4) Write a critical note on the spread of the Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza A virus 

in India and the efforts made by the government to tackle it. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

i) H151 Influenza virus has been a cause of concern as it is highly pathogenic. This means it 
spreads very quickly in poultry and other similar birds and causes disease which is mostly 
fatal. 

ii) Spread to humans- 
a) It doesn‘t easily spread to humans. Still since 2003, around 650 cases have been reported 
worldwide out of which 60% were fatal. 
b) Humans contact it only when they come in live contact 
with infected poultry or just after death of diseased poultry. 

iii) Good thing – 
a) it doesn‘t spread via properly cooked poultry food. 
b) So far it has n‘t spread from human to human. 

Steps taken – 
a) Immediate culling of poultry (lakhs of birds) wherever case is reported eg in Kerala, 
Tamil Nadu or West Bengal. 
b) periodic monitoring . 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/no-room-for-complacency/article6677672.ece
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Cause of concern – 
a) Birds in regions like Kerala are at high risk because incoming migratory birds may bring 
infection. 
b) Farms in West Bengal, Assam are also at risk 
because of un monitored imports of infected products. 
c) There is constant fear of new strains of virus 
emerging in which it becomes more communicable to humans as well. 
d) Ducks in which cases were reported in Kerala, unlike chicken, don‘t die immediately and 
provide longer incubation time, making surveillance difficult and providing ground for 
mutation. 

Q5).” As a secular democracy, India cannot possibly adopt as its national scripture a book 

revered by any one religion.” In the light of ongoing controversy regarding making Gita 

the National Scripture, critically comment on the statement. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Secularism is one founding principle of India‘s democracy. One cannot imagine India as a 
single State without the principle of secularism. Our framers of constitution were well aware 
of diversity of religion, traditions and believes and thus to maintain unity of country they 
provided freedom of religion, believes and worship to everyone. 

The recent ongoing debate of making Gita the National Scripture is going against the spirit 
of secularism enshrined in our constitution. The politicians who are contending in favor of 
this proposal should understand that guiding principles of Gita are not being debated. No 
matter how secular are principles of Gita with its origin being religious it cannot be adopted 
as the National Scripture. 

Making Gita the National Scripture will definitely be a retrograde step which has a potential 
to disturb overall peace and stability of the country. Our responsible politician should not 
trigger the debates which pose threat of communal violence as we all know how sensitive 
India is when it comes to religion and believes. 

Q6) Critically examine the model of functioning  of Uber,   a rideshare and taxi service 

company which in news recently for violating norms and laws in many nations. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Uber is a rideshare and taxi service company. It functions with an application based 
interaction among Uber driver, rider and a company. A dirver installs Uber App in his 
smartphone which needs 24X7 internet connection while rider also installs Uber App. When 
rider raises a requests for ride, Alert message sent to all empty Uber driver cabs nearby. The 
Uber driver nearest takes the call and grab the oppurtunity and reaches the customer(rider 
raising cab need.). This model looks perfect in theory but there are many Violations of laws 
and norms here. Some are: 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/one-book-for-india/article6677674.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/ubers-constant-overreach/article6677706.ece
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1. To become a Uber driver, you just need a well maintained car (fulfilling Uber‘s eligibility). 
No background verification, no driving test, no training. 

2. Any driver can list or unlist himself at any instant by installing and uninstalling the Uber 
App. Though the data of drivers are with Uber But once driver uninstalls or switch off the 
App he is not liable to take request. 

3. Because of requirement of simple application, an internet connection and a smart phone. 
Other cab drivers are facing crude competition. 

4. In a report from US, it was found that Uber has information about all it‘s rider and their 
real time geolocation without the user knowing. In a way they are tracking their users for 
providing them Cab at any instant, it‘s breach of privacy. 

5. Uber prices fluctuates based on demand and supply equation and hence on a low business 
day they lower down the price to very low giving a cut throat competition to other cab 
drivers who charge fixed prices. 

Different nations have different laws to be abided by Cab drivers to ensure safety and 
privacy of commuters but Uber being an App based Cab service is mostly uniform in all 
countries. This led the protest from many countries. In Spain and New Delhi, Uber is 
already banned because of incidents of rape by drivers. 

Q7) Critically analyse the main strategic considerations behind China‟s growing interest 

in South Asia and their implications on India. 

The Indian Express 

Ans: 

China‘s growth and expansionist policy is a matter of concern for all economically and 
geographically binded nation. South Asian nations are majorly affected because of their 
geographically and economically nearness with China. Chinese latest bid for membership in 
SAARC is a sign of developed interest in South Asian Organisations. Geographically, China 
is not considered as South Asia but was allowed as observer member since 2005. 

Some reasons why China is interested in South Asia are: 

1. With growing industrialisation, education, growing population looking out for 
opportunities outside China. There is pressure of providing amicable situations for products 
and people in South Asian nations. 

2. China‘s biggest economic rival in Asia is India. China want to contain India‘s interest and 
policy by always acting as Big Brother in the region. It is clear by it‘s presence and initiative 
in BRICS for Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). 

3. China is having disputed border with all adjoining nations, China wants to keep relations 
with them sweet and sour.  

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/beijings-southern-moves/99/
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4. China‘s newest brainchild project ―Maritime Silk Road‖ long term goal is to achieve 
international exporting route from China to Europe. It already had routes through Pacific 
Ocean, now it wants from Indian Ocean. It needs cooperation of all South Asian nations for 
this venture. 

Implications because of this are: 

1. Diplomacy is like zero sum game, means gain of one‘s leads to losses for others. China 
coming close diplomatically to Srilanka, Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan is worrisome for India. 

2. With the starting of Maritime Silk Route crossing Indian Ocean. China will have complete 
access to India Ocean and in future China can claim offshore exploration in this region too 
like it is doing in South China Sea. India will also loose advantage of Navy in India Ocean. 

3. As India and China are both rising nations and has responsibilities of uplifting millions 
from extreme poverty. Hence there will be clash of interest over explorations, investments, 
developing diplomatic ties between India and China. 

It is true and non-deniable fact that, China is ahead of India in all aspect and India has many 
things to learn from China. But Growth of China is affecting India‘s economic goals and 
local development. India must focus more on ―Look East Policy‖ and ―Act East‖ to contain 
china before it become undisputable in the South Asian Region. 

 

 

11 December 2014  

GS3 

Q1) A recent study estimated that 5.25 trillion pieces of plastic, large and small, weighing 

269,000 tons, could be found throughout the world‟s oceans, even in the most remote 

reaches. Critically examine their sources, their effect on environment and marine life, and 

how this issue can be addressed. 

Main Article: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/11/science/new-research-quantifies-the-

oceans-plastic-

problem.html?emc=edit_ae_20141210&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0 

Ans: 

Intro :  

Due to its properties, the plastic is used in a lot of areas like agriculture, construction, 
packaging, medical and electronics. But the plastic also pose a danger for the environment 

(1) SOURCES : 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/11/science/new-research-quantifies-the-oceans-plastic-problem.html?emc=edit_ae_20141210&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/11/science/new-research-quantifies-the-oceans-plastic-problem.html?emc=edit_ae_20141210&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/11/science/new-research-quantifies-the-oceans-plastic-problem.html?emc=edit_ae_20141210&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
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i) 80% comes from land-based sources 
- Litter (pedestrian, motorists, beach visitors/tourists) 
- Industrial discharge (pellets and powders) 
- Garbage management (containers, landfills, trucks etc) 

ii) Approximately 20% comes from ocean based sources  
- Passenger ships 
- Commercial fisheries vessels (Discarded fishing nets / buoys ) 
- Cargo ships (discharge of containers and garbage) 
- Also, plastic dumped in rivers, flowing into ocean. 

(2) WHY AFFECTS MARINE LIFE AND ENVIRONMENT : 
- Plastic dumping is a negative externality: the plastic user is saved from the minor 
discomfort of dumping it properly in a bin. But the environmental cost for such a behavior is 
very high.  
- Plastic is non-biodegradable - thus gets accumulated in the ocean 
- Large and sharp plastic pieces if consumed can cause damage to digestive systems of the 
fishes (especially like whales) 
- Biomagnification : Plastic pieces exposed to sunlight - becomes brittle - on collision with 
other plastic pieces, break into small pieces - harmful pollutants like PCBs (Polychlorinated 
biphenyl) get deposited on it - consumed by fishes - can prove fatal for fishes - affects 
marine ecosystem - also such toxic substance may enter the food chain. 
- Plastic hinders sunlight : Harmful for corals who need sunlight. Also prevents 
phytoplankton from converting CO2 to O2.  
- Ocean waves often lodge this waste in breeding places of sea birds - affects their 
population 

(3) SOLUTIONS : 
- Provide garbage bins at regular distances 
- Stricter monitoring at beaches  
- Recycle  
- Make sure that the garbage bins are cleared regularly so that they don't get overfilled 
- Regular shore clean up so that the garbage doesn't flow into the ocean  
- The Indian ocean nations must join hands to clean shoreline. Also nations individually 
should make sure to not dump plastic in ocean 
- Also, the treaty to ban the waste dumping by sea vessels in ocean should be expanded to 
the countries which has not signed it yet (more than 50%) 
- Proper regulations for industries - The industries producing more plastic may be taxed 
more 
- Increase awareness among people, especially in fishermen and tourists. 
- Provide incentives for the fishermen to return the used buoys and nets - like monetary 
compensation 
- Encourage bio-degradable and less polluting carriers like jute bags and earthen pots etc. 
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GS - III 

Q2) India‟s import reliance for meeting edible oil requirement is at 65 per cent and is 

increasing. Examine why import of edible oil is increasing and why it should be a cause 

for worry. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/the-other-oil-bill-

114121001130_1.html 

Ans – 

 India a country which pioneered multicolored revolution viz. 

1. Green Revolution: Record grain production for many years. 

2. Pink Revolution: Top meat exporter of the world 

3. White Revolution: Top milk and milk products in world 

4. Brown Revolution: Top tea/coffee exporter. 

5. Blue Revolution: Raised fishing output in last decades. 

But failed miserably in sustaining the Yellow revolutions for oilseeds. 65% of India‘s edible 

oil is imported, this is more of introspecting topic rather than worrying because of India has 

Humar Resources, fertile land and good rainfall, then what is hold us back. Few reasons for 

this gap is: 

1. Cultivating oil seeds is non-profitable business in India because of long field period (takes 

6-8 months), good irrigation system needed (only punjab and haryana have). India is having 

only a share of 30% of it‘s agricultural land under canal irrigation and rainfall in india is 

only for 2-3 months. 

2. Main monetary motivation for cultivators of oilseed is not the oil making but the oilcake 

(used a fodder) which is exported for higher cost to other countries and heavy demand in 

India too because of large population of cattle in India. 

3. Oilseed cultivation in neighboring countries like Indonesia, Brazil, Malaysia, Australia has 

matured and they are able to supply in less price, this forces cultivators in India to realise 

the competition in market. 

4. High Yielding Seeds are not availble which can be drought resistant. In India where lesser 

lands are irrigated, this seeds should be provided by Govt. 

5. Other cash crops like cotton, sugarcane, banana are more profitable for farmers where 

land is irrigated. 

Indian Govt has started an initiative to provide special loans for farmers growing pulses and 

oilseeds to raise the cultivation but it has not yielded any success because loans are not 

sufficient. We need to enlarge our canal irrigation coverage or provide subsidy based 

tubewell. 
 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/the-other-oil-bill-114121001130_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/the-other-oil-bill-114121001130_1.html
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Q3) Songdo International Business District, 40 miles Southwest of Seoul, is called as 

world‟s smartest city. Critically comment on its features and examine if it‟s possible to 

replicate such model in India. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/barun-roy-songdo-too-
impersonal-for-comfort-114121001133_1.html 

Ans: 

Smart city is a dwelling space where dwellers are smartly using the resources to optimise 
wastage and infrastructural structure are designed to smartly use energy without 
compromising basic needs of dweller. Keeping this in mind, many smart cities, smart 
villages, smart universities are coming up across the globe. Various Luxuries and facilities 
provided in Songdo and their counter replication analysis are as follow: 

1. Songdo is built on 1500acres of marshland, it means it is a land created out of nothing. 
Hence building a city over such marshland itself is extensive energy consuming task. India 
being highly density population cities can‘t afford such large area to start from scratch. 

2. Songdo has traffic focussed for bicycle making it more energy conscious as it is only 1500 
acres. But the scale of citiesindia will be needing will be larger. This model can be replicated 
in SEZs. 

3. High use of technology is basis of Songdo from traffic system to garbage segregation, This 
is much needed in India where manually monitoring traffic and garbage administration is 
very difficult. 

4. Various facilities, luxury and excessive input cost has scared away many parties in 
Songdo to start their business. India can replicate this in more sustainable way with PPP 
provision. Also, main focus should be on setting examples so that people get aware of 
efficient usage. 

First dream of energy efficient and self-sustainable dwelling was seen by Father of Nation, 
Mahatma Gandhi. With focus on ‗Digital India‘, ‗Swachch Bharat‘, ‗Sansad Adarsh Gram 
Yojana‘ and increased limit of MPLAD can work together in direction of developing smart 
villages and slowly smart cities. 

 

Q4) Critically discuss the Internet‟s contribution to social, economic and political 

progress of a nation. In a recent Web Index on internet‟s contribution released by the 

World Wide Web Foundation, India was ranked last among BRICS countries. Examine 

why. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/india-last-among-
brics-in-web-index/article6680619.ece 

Ans: 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/barun-roy-songdo-too-impersonal-for-comfort-114121001133_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/barun-roy-songdo-too-impersonal-for-comfort-114121001133_1.html
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/india-last-among-brics-in-web-index/article6680619.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/india-last-among-brics-in-web-index/article6680619.ece
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Internet is like a Television. It‘s usage depends on the user‘s motive which varies from 
entertainment to learning. With Internet we can make user more aware toward any topic, 
provide her quick information about anything, anywhere and anytime. It has great role to 
play toward educating people for ex. 

1. User can access national and international knowledge about current trends. 

2. User can be aware of social ills India as a nation is fighting against, and find her part in 
that struggle. For ex. fighting AIDS/TB, dowry, female foeticide, untouchability, poverty 
etc. 

3. User can be economic more productive by expanding her knowledge about her business, 
job or role played in orgainsation and home. 

4. User will be better aware of which political party is best for the moment as per the current 
scenerio on various levels like block, tehsil, state and nation. User can track progress 
through RTI, consumer forums, myGov websites. 

Hence, Internet has very crucial role to play. 

Knowing the benefits and fact that India is ranked last among BRICS countries. Reasons for 
this being some structural while other economical: 

1. High cost of Broadband or mobile internet connection. After normalising through PPP, 
India‘s internet cost is around 80 times costlier than one in developed nations and costlier 
than surrounding South Asian nations too. 

2. Though the telecommunication penetration is high in India, but users with smart phone is 
still very low. 

3. Monopoly of only few ISP for internet service is eliminating competition and innovations. 

4. Information Technology (Amendment) Act 2008 is very strict in nature, discouraging new 
Telecom players and gives govt extra power to interfere internet functioning. 

Though such servey and ranking presents a comparative picture, but based on India‘s 
demographic dividend and economic bright future, we should be prepared to take some 
reforms toward lowering internet price and making internet available, accessible and 
affordable for one and all. 

 

 

Q5) Critically analyse the benefits that India would reap if it resolves its border problem 

with Bangladesh. 

Main Article: http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/delhi-dhaka-and-a-new-
moment/99/ 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/delhi-dhaka-and-a-new-moment/99/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/delhi-dhaka-and-a-new-moment/99/
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Ans: 

Resolving Border issues with Bangladesh will not just help in reducing illegal migrants but 
it will help India multidimensionally. 
Benefits of resolving border issue with Bangladesh: 

1) It will help in reducing Illegal migrants entry to India 
2) It will help in fighting Terrorism and better border security for India. 
3) On Humanitarian grounds it will help in the people living in these areas recognized by 
the respective countries and get basic facilities which they are not getting now. They will 
have someone to listen to and to solve their problems. 
4) It will help in strengthening the Policy of new government "Act East". 
5) It will give India ample opportunities for trade with South east Asia which this 
government is trying after coming to power. 
6) It will give a big boost to India's image in west of solving Political issues and it will help 
in negotiating with other countries on various issues. 
7) It will help India to have better trade with Bangladesh as both India and Bangladesh are 
emerging economies . 
8) It will help India to control communal riots as claimed by lot of people which happened 
by lot of illegal migrants. 
9) It will help those bordering states to develop better and focus better on other issues . 
10) It will also help New Government's image and it will give them a boost to pass lot of 
bills which are contentious and needs 2/3 majority to pass. 
11) It will give our security forces some respite and they can focus on some other Areas. 

Q6) “India has landed its fertiliser sector in a mess.” Critically discuss the problems faced 

by the fertilizer industry, the effects of India‟s fertilizer subsidy policy and measures 

needed to reform the industry. 

Main Article: http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/a-fertile-mess/99/ 

Ans: 

Subsidy burden has been an impending issue in the Indian economy.India provides one of 
the highest fertilizer subsidy in the world.It has manifested into numerous problems: 
1.New Pricing Scheme(NPS) - The scheme emphasised on high rate for ammonium 
phosphate and moriah of phosphate subsequently leading to overuse of urea. 
2.Delay in payment of subsidies - This has led to lack of domestic investment subsequently 
spurring imports. 
3.Low productivity due to reduced fertility of soil. 
4.High subsidies are leading to diversion of fertilizers for non-agri business via smuggling. 

Hence,urgent measures need to perceived to bring the fertilizer industry back on growth 
track: 
1.Urea price could be increased and commensurately MSP could be raised. 
2.Decontrol of fertilizer prices would bring in more private players leading to better 
efficiency. 
3.Promotion of R&D and Merger & Acquisition to become more competitive. 
4.Direct cash transfer could replace subsidy which would prevent diversion to non-agri 
bussiness. 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/a-fertile-mess/99/
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Food security being a crucial area for the socio-economic well being of millions of masses in 
India,it is high time a concrete,realistic policy is set in place.It would reduce the subsidy 
burden on exchequer on one hand and bring about greater inclusive development on the 
other. 

Q7) “The enforcers of women‟s honour are not only Khap Panchayats, but also men in 

middle and upper middle class households.” In the light of increasing violence against 

women and violations of their rights, critically comment on the statement. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-khaps-in-our-
homes/article6680646.ece 

Ans: 

Men and women in India have always had a unbalanced access to the fundamental right to 
equality and equal protections of law, right to protection of life. The Indian society considers 
women be it mother or daughter or the sisters to be the symbol of honour of the family!.  
It becomes their inherent responsibility to uphold that honour or 'izzat' at every point of 
their lifetime. honour of parental family before marriage and honour of in-laws family post 
marriage.  

They are supposed to be live in certain constaints. have a limited say in their lives. 
Limitations on their right to say Yes or No. At instances where a women do not comply with 
these, there are men of the family or men of the community or the Khaps to uphold this 
supposedly valuable honour by shaming and punishing women for making her choices in 
life against the wills of community and family. 

There have been several instances of Khap panchayats approving the honour killings of boys 
and girls for marrying or eloping with person of other casts and religion. There have been 
instances of Khaps approving the violence against women be it molestation or rape or 
dowry harrasment.  
But a more deeper issue that is to be seen is that the people committing these violence or the 
supposed enforcers of the honour are the very family members of the so called middle class 
households. The so called very learned people which was evident in the case of Rajasthan 
high court judge RS Rathore having his daughters in house arrest to stop her from marrying 
a man of different caste.  

The roots of this seemigly common self assumed duty of men lie in the traditional 
patriarchal family valued imbibed in boys and girls since childhood. Men are always taught 
to protect their women. They are taught to protect their honour.  

 
Another inherent issue in controlling the instances of violence against women is the very 
people who are law enforcers and administrators like police and politicians also are one 
among the so-called middle class families following the patriarchal societies. Most of the 
times the police themselves seems to be approving of the violence or the act of enforcement 
on women and sometimes they themselves involved in it.  
A basic change in mindset of people and the values taught at childhood as to boys and girls 
being equal can make a huge difference in the societal acceptance of womens right to say yes 
or no. Right to choose. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-khaps-in-our-homes/article6680646.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-khaps-in-our-homes/article6680646.ece
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TOPIC: GOVERNANCE (GS2) 

Q8). Write a critical note on human rights problem in India and the role of National 

Human Rights Commission in safeguarding these rights. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/universal-rights-and-

universal-violations/article6680647.ece 

Ans: 

The Indian Constitution captures the essence of human rights in its preamble. The same is 

emphasized through its sections on Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of State 

Policy.  The need to have and protecting freedom and basic rights as declared in the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Paris Convention is the true test of good 

governance. 

India faces flak for not ensuring the protection of human rights and inactions against its 

violations. The skepticism is due to various persisting problems as: 

a) Complicity: India has been accused of being complicit on human rights issues and 

forming opportunistic alliances. India has been reluctant to speak on Middle East and 

Myanmar issues and changing stance on Srilanka. 

b) Less Priority: Economic growth at the cost of protecting and promoting human rights has 

been contesteddue to exploitation Dalit‘s and Adivasi‘s. Despite around 8 percent growth in 

the last 5 years the rate of poverty decline is below 1. 

c) Weak Institutions: The institutional mechanism to protect human right human rights 

remain weak and judicial process is too slow in ensuring justice to the victim. 

d) AFSPA: Indian security forces use excessive force to deal with marginalized 

communities. Internal methods to tackleaccusations of custodial torture, rape, use of force 

by security forces is not transparent and accountable. 

e) Selective Targeting:Human rights activist face the ire of both state and non-state agencies 

and are targeted threatening voices. 

f) Legal Lacunae: Thereis absence of adequate laws and lack of proper implementation of 

existing policies. Widespread lack of accountability on human rights abuses mars the 

picture. 

There is a major role of NHRC in protecting human rights and ensuring justice to victims: 

The NHRC inquire into violations of human rights or negligence by public servants. It 

ensures better prison conditions, reviews acts of terrorism. It reviews laws and recommend 

actions while studying international treaties and instruments. It promotes awareness and 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/universal-rights-and-universal-violations/article6680647.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/universal-rights-and-universal-violations/article6680647.ece
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research and education in human rights. It intervenes in court proceeding by leave of court 

and encourages NGOs and activists.  

India has not done enough to protect human rights whether at home or globally. The NHRC 

needs to be more proactive to ensure the rights of the people than acting at slow pace. It 

should ensure all the factors work in order to ensure the well-being of individuals. 

 

12th Dec 2014 

GS2 

Q1). “Indian roads are unsafe not only because the law in question is archaic, but also 

because even that law is enforced abysmally.” In the light of the proposed new Road 

Transport and Safety Bill, critically comment. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/the-road-to-safety-
114121101349_1.html 

Ans: 

With recent technological change in the motor industry and information technology, the 
Motor vehicle act 1988 has outlived its utility. Also, the current traffic police is ill equipped, 
ill trained and corrupt and needs to to be revamped to conform with the need of our times. 

The proposed Road Transport and safety bill, has brought in some revolutionary changes, 
like unified biometric testing, provision for children safety, online licence registration and 
scrutiny on automobile manufactures. This also imposes heavy fines on the violators. But 
this alone is not enough for proper implementation. 

Ill equipped, ill trained and corrupt traffic police at the last mile is not equipped with the 
moral and technical equipments to deal with rising traffic. The negative impression of 
corrupt police has added to the problem.  

This needs to be fixed. Until and unless the implementation is fixed, changing laws and 
providing high tech equipments wont fix the problem. There is a need to punish the guilty 
and establish rule of law. 

Thus, proper sensitisation, attitudinal change, training and equipment of the personnel 
along with legislative changes to enforce the laws is imperative to bring out an effective 
traffic machinery, which will protect the right of life of the people travelling on the streets of 
India 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/the-road-to-safety-114121101349_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/the-road-to-safety-114121101349_1.html
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GS - III 

Q2) What do you understand by cyberwar? In your opinion, what are the areas or sectors 

which are most vulnerable to attacks under cyberwar and why? 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/jordan-robertson-

michael-riley-mysterious-08-turkey-pipeline-blast-opened-new-cyberwar-era-

114121101350_1.html 

Ans – 

Cyber war involves hacking of computer installations to conduct sabotage and espionage. It 

is generally politically motivated. Increasing instances of cyber warfare can be attributed to 

the relative anonymity it offers and in some cases it can be more damaging than 

conventional warfare. The attempted destruction of the BTC pipeline in Turkey allegedly by 

Russia is a case in point. 

Military installations are major points of cyberwarfare worldwide. The dependence on 

technologies like satellites, meteorological databases, use of microchips in missiles, 

information sharing networks etc. leaves them wide open to attacks from hackers. On the 

civil front, hackers may sabotage services like electricity, telecommunications, water supply 

etc. to create panic among the general public. Industrial espionage is also a major avenue of 

cyberwarfare as it involves stealing of business secrets from rival companies for one‘s own 

profiteering. 

The attack on Iran‘s Natanz nuclear installation by the Stuxnet virus, the recent hacking of 

Sony‘s servers by attackers from North Korea, and ground-shaking revelations by Wikileaks 

few years back, are examples of how increasing interconnectedness has contributed to 

greater avenues of attack. 

The recent push to release the Internet from USA‘s sole control, setting up of counter-

intelligence units by countries to prevent cyber-attack, usage of better security services by 

financial institutions are all attempts to strengthen the defences against attacks. However, in 

the absence of a worldwide forum to address and solve issues of cyberwarfare through 

information-sharing and the mutual distrust among countries, especially after the Snowden 

episode, are roadblocks which need to be addressed to prevent the growth of cyberwarfare. 
 

GS3 

Q3) What do you understand by eugenics? Comment on some of the criticisms against 

eugenics. 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/jordan-robertson-michael-riley-mysterious-08-turkey-pipeline-blast-opened-new-cyberwar-era-114121101350_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/jordan-robertson-michael-riley-mysterious-08-turkey-pipeline-blast-opened-new-cyberwar-era-114121101350_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/jordan-robertson-michael-riley-mysterious-08-turkey-pipeline-blast-opened-new-cyberwar-era-114121101350_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/devangshu-datta-the-colour-of-intelligence-114121101352_1.html
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Eugenics is concept saying that natural selection of intelligent, well endowed, healthy 
humans should be done for making a good quality genetic pool. It is basically a selective 
breeding with different name. As per the Eugenics philosophy, an intelligent person should 
marry alike person so that they produce progeny (genius) offspring. 

It is a complex social topic, which has been in debate in Human Psychology under the name 
―Nature vs Nurture‖. Lots of research done of this field and yet, no conclusive data has been 
derived. Some criticism against the Eugenics: 

1. All the experiments and studies done so far to prove Eugenics are racist in nature. They 
are there to prove that Hispanians, Blacks and South Americans are lower in intellectual 
abilities and so are their offspring. There were studies where a couple having one partner as 
Hispanics and other White American are studied and their children just to prove that their 
children IQ is lower or higher than average of parents IQ. Such studies had long term self-
esteem problem of children and doubts among lower IQ people on their genetic traits. 

2. During the studies of Eugenics, often a zygotic twins and siblings are studied who were 
separated in childhood, where one child gets very good facilities and environment while are 
other are deprived of such. This was to study that, does the Nurture overcomes what is in 
genes. Many a times, to conduct such studies, twins child were actually separated and kept 
in different scenerios. Many such experiment were under Nazi‘s govt to minutely observe 
the superior Aryan race and in their Aushwitz facility many twins were studied. This was 
crticised world wide. 

All in all, the concept of Eugenics itself is racist in character and creates more doubt and 
harm than benefit. It creates a feeling of segregating lower IQ people in society and hence an 
apartheid. 

GS2 

Q4) Discuss about India – Russia nuclear energy relationship. 

Business Standard 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

Russia has always been a great supporter of India‗s Civil Nuclear programme despite of 
tough opposition by other countries . 

Construction of the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant Units is an example of fruitful 
cooperation between them. 

The recent signing of contract to build 12 new nuclear reactors through 20 years will further 
strengthen their bilateral relationship. 

The evergreen Russia‘s support could be dated back to 1961 when an agreement for 
scientific and technological cooperation in field of peaceful utilization of nuclear energy was 
signed . 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/india-russia-take-civil-nuclear-ties-to-next-level-114121101309_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/russia-to-set-up-12-nuclear-units-in-india-114121101063_1.html
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Following India‘s nuclear peaceful explosion of 1974 , after the Canadian withdrawal, USSR 
had supplied heavy water for the Rajasthan Atomic Power Station .One major international 
fallout of India‘s 1974 nuclear test was the formation of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), 
following which many countries terminated their contract with India. The Soviet Union was 
the only country willing to provide assistance to India‘s civilian programme. 

India‘s opposition to Full scope safeguards was driven by its opposition to the Nuclear 
Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) which it regarded as discriminatory, Russia despite being a 
NSG proceeded with the construction activity at Kudankulam site. and had supplied fuel for 
Tarapur power plant also 

India has been at the receiving end of various technology control regimes. India is not a 
member of any of the following restrictive regimes: the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), the 
Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), which makes it relationship with Russia more 
important. 

Q5) “Boko Haram is emerging as the other Islamic State in Africa.” Comment. 

The New York Times 

Ans: 

Boko haram is an Islamic militant organisation that is committed to essence of its name-
"western education is forbidden". Officially, its members are proclaimed as 'the people 
committed to prophet teachings and jihad ".It, engages in harrowing terrorist activities.  

The organisation is being developed on the premises of 'Wahabisation' that encourages 
fundamentalist ideological aspirations to prevent an incorporation of foreign elements of 
religion. It bestows the same faith as IS, of separatist approach towards modernisation, 
alleged to be west sponsored. Most importantly, it too seeks to evolve a medieval caliphate 
like rule system against democracy and modern institutions. 

Its hard-core approach of isolationism for womanhood is reflected in its horrific actions of 
mass conversion of abducted young schoolgirls to Islam. It is swiftly expanding its tentacles 
by consolidating its networks with mass recruitment under auspices of Islamist appeal , 
frequent brutal activities ,be it the bombing of central mosque in Kano or market at 
Maidguri reminds of wanton destruction engineered by IS. 

 
Thus, Boko Haram is appearing as a new challenge to restoring peace and stability in 
already strife torn and crisis-led Middle East and Africa. There is a crucial need of vital 
international cooperation, dedicated governance along with clear interpretation and lucid 
propagation of true Islamist principles of universal brotherhood. 

GS3 (S&T) 

Q6) What are the sources of stem cells? Explain their therapeutic applications. 

The Hindu 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/12/11/world/africa/boko-haram-nigeria-maps.html?emc=edit_ae_20141211&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/stem-cells-in-eye-can-restore-vision-say-scientists/article6684436.ece
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Ans: 

Stem cells are undifferentiated biological cells which can potentially develop into many 
different cell types during early life and growth and found in multicellular organisms. In 
adult organisms they act as a repair system for the body, replenishing adult tissues. In a 
developing embryo, stem cells differentiate into specialized cells and organs. 

Adult stem cells in humans are obtained from bone marrow, adipose tissue (lipid cells) and 
blood. They can also be obtained from umbilical cord blood just after birth. Stem cells can 
also be obtained from the inner cell mass of a blastocyst, an early-stage embryo. This 
embryonic source has been widely criticized as it destroys the embryo. Instead attempts 
have been made to derive stem cells from amniotic fluids as it does not harm the embryo. 

Stem cell therapy has been determined to be useful against conditions like diabetes, arthritis, 
heart ailments etc. and also neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson‘s disease, 
Alzheimer‘s disease etc. Restoring damaged bodily functions such as damaged vision, 
hearing and teeth as well as baldness can also be carried out by this therapy. Bone marrow 
transfer is also considered a crude form of stem cell therapy. 

However, there have been numerous controversies surrounding stem cell therapy. In 
addition to the ethical dilemma of killing embryos, critics have argued that stem cell therapy 
may lead to increased commodification of pregnancy for stem cell procurement as well and 
is a precursor to human cloning. Although, these concerns are well-founded stem cell 
therapy needs to be promoted, under strict supervision, as it hold the key to the treatment of 
some of the most potent diseases. 

GS1 

Q7) Write a note on the salient features of Gond Art. 

The Hindu 

Ans 

Gond art is a tribal art named after the largest tribe of central India. The art was nearly lost 
during Mughal era and British rule, thereafter. It started making a comeback in 1980s after 
Jagdish Swaminathan, the former head of Bharat Bhavan, discovered Jangarh Singh Shyam, 
a gond artist whose experimental work earned him international recognition.  
Following are the salient features of Gond Art: 

1. Inspiration behind this art is almost always nature and social customs. 
2. It is represented through a repetitive patterning of dots, dashes, ovals, fishscales, among 
others. Each artist uses this patterning to create his/her own 'signature' style. The nuances of 
the Gond art, though, don't start and end with the patterning. 
3. The art is visible in two forms: colour and black-white. 
4. As seen in other tribal art forms, it is primitive art and its visuals depict engrossing folk 
stories and legends. 
5. Its most popular theme - digna - is painted on houses during weddings and other festive 
occasions. 
6. The art can now also be spotted on pen stands, mousepads, tees, keychains, etc. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/three-gond-artists-win-ojas-art-award/article6684442.ece
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Some experts attribute the art's revival to its evolution. While motifs such as imaginary 
animals and nature still dominate the Gond world, there are artists who are providing a new 
twist.  
Slowly but surely, Gond art is assimilating the contemporary. 

 

TOPIC: (GS2 GS3) GOVERNANCE, SECURITY 

Q8). “Corruption is also to blame for lack of safety for women in India.” Critically 

comment. 

Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/a-flawed-background-

check-system/article6684449.ece 

Ans: 

Corruption roots to the insecurity prevalent in India. Corruption gives rise to laxity which is 

the major cause for crime against women. The interrelation of both can be traced to: 

a) Suppression: Past crimes are underreported facts are muddled setting criminals free. 

Petty crimes are not recorded and acted upon which leads to major crimes. 

b) Forgery: Identity forgery is done for money by corrupt officials and agents leading to 

complete overhaul in identity of criminals. 

c) Inefficient background check: The overall administrative unwillingness for data sharing 

leads to half-baked background checking thus under verification by companies and 

individuals hiring. 

d) Lack of Criminal records: The NCRB is yet to come with criminal record book for the 

whole country and thus few police criminal nexus at the ground level help criminal flee the 

observation. 

e) Slow trials: The slow judicial process is taken advantaged of and witness turn hostile at 

threats, bribes and buckle under pressure. 

The recent unfortunate Uber Taxi episode reflects the corruption not only in administration 

but in the society. Here a hardened serial criminal escapes past, forged documents, escaped 

jail in crimes, still got a job, was reported but not acted upon and committed a crime that 

shook the nation. 

There is an urgent need to overhaul criminal record and tracking system, get rid of laxity 

and build alert and conscious agencies to reduce the crime against women. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/a-flawed-background-check-system/article6684449.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/a-flawed-background-check-system/article6684449.ece
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GS2 

Q9) “The  ambiguous provisions the Indian Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act 

(CLNDA) of 2010 have adversely impacted expansion of nuclear power generation 

capacity.” Examine. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Nuclear energy which occupies the fourth spot after thermal, hydroelectric and other 
renewables is expected to play an increasing important role in energy generation. However, 
even after the back-door entry to NSG opened up uranium supplies for our reactors, the 
CLNDA has prevented rapid growth of this sector. 

The CLNDA has not only discouraged foreign suppliers, but also Indian vendors supplying 
machine parts for the reactors. The concept of ―economic channeling‖ (where victims could 
sue the operators as well as vendors) was replaced by ―legal channeling‖ (where victims 
could only sue the operators and not the vendors) when the US started exporting 
technologies to Europe, since they were averse to bearing liability for an accident in a 
foreign country. The logic behind this was that the vendor lost control over his product post-
delivery. 

Section 17 of CLNDA allows operators to sue vendors on account of equipment having 
―latent or patent defects‖ or provisions of ―substandard services‖. Although these 
provisions are necessary, there is ambiguousness on the standards which would apply in 
Indian courts. Also, Section 46 of CLNDA subjects the supplier to Indian laws pertaining to 
any industrial accident, thus exposing vendors to greater potential violations and making it 
difficult for them to obtain insurance. 

The government needs to solve all these issues by involving the civil society and media for 
inputs and removing ambiguities on Rule 24 of CLNDA. Also, long-term thinking on the 
liability issue is required as in the future NPCIL may become a vendor supplying 
technologies to domestic operators. In such a scenario NPCIL may itself be exposed to 
litigation. Also, massive insurance covers in such scenario may make nuclear power 
uneconomic. 

 

13 December 2014 

GS3 

Q1) Recently in Geneva, trade talks on reducing tariffs on trade of technology goods and 

information technology agreement ended in failure. Critically examine why. Also throw 

light on why developed countries are keen to finalise these deals. 

Main Article: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/13/technology/wto-tech-
tariffs.html?emc=edit_ae_20141212&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/good-intent-not-enough-for-good-policy/article6684480.ece
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/13/technology/wto-tech-tariffs.html?emc=edit_ae_20141212&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/13/technology/wto-tech-tariffs.html?emc=edit_ae_20141212&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
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Ans: 

The success of last months US-China deal where United States and China agreed to 
eliminate tariffs on more than 200 categories of products was marred by the failure of talks 
on reducing tariffs on trade of technology goods and information technology. 

The failure of talks was mainly due to 

1) Intransigence of Chinese authorities to reduce tariffs on the Lithium ion batteries even 
when Korea was ready to concede such concessions on LCD screens. 

2) Also, China was unwilling to expand beyond the 200 categories of products that was dealt 
in US-China November deal. 

3) This has also brought in light the ineffectiveness of the Chinese diplomats on the 
negotiation table. 

4) Overprotective nature of the Chinese government to protect its technology industry 
Inspite of it being the largest exporter and would have gained the most by removing the 
barrier. 

5) Some analysts view the setback as a reflection on the WTO itself, which has often been 
unable to seal trade agreements. 

The keenness to finalise these deals are due to  
1) The success of the deal would have saved 15 billion in tarrifs and would have created 
hundreds of thousands of job. US alone would have created 60,000 jobs. 

2) Also, this would have enabled Congress to give "trade promotion authority" to US 
president. Trade promotion authority is the ability to fast-track trade deals without 
lawmakers altering them before giving the deals an up-or-down vote. 
3) Getting a deal done on the Information Technology Agreement, would be an incremental 
but important step for the W.T.O. which has often been unable to seal trade agreement. 

Though the failure of the deal is a major setback, but it is necessary to persevere to get 
bilateral and multilateral deals done and not to abandon them altogether. The deal which 
has capacity to bring equity and create jobs should be persevered with and brought to a 
closure. 

GS - III 

Q2) Examine the concerns of poor and developing countries regarding the content and 

tone of ongoing climate change talks. 

Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/lima-climate-

talks-endgame-after-a-leaked-agreement-114121201201_1.html 

Ans –  

The repeated warnings by environmentalists and the latest UNFCCC report which 

highlighted ongoing irreversible damage being done to the global environment, introduced 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/lima-climate-talks-endgame-after-a-leaked-agreement-114121201201_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/lima-climate-talks-endgame-after-a-leaked-agreement-114121201201_1.html
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the countries at Lima Conference with a sense of urgency, fear & commitment. But the 

necessity to look forward in a united & symbiotic framework, has been marred by 

indifferent & unruly behavior of Developed countries. It is being speculated that Lima may 

end into a fiasco, due to non-agreements and hasty decisions. 

1. First & foremost, there is no straightforward commitment from developed countries, 

whether the draft being discussed inclusively by all would continue to be the basis of 

negotiations. 

2. The draft Lima decision that has been chalked out, is highly skewed in favour of 

developed nations. It does not respect the existing provisions of UNFCCC, evades CBDR & 

does not bring balance between Mitigation, Adaptation, Finance & Technology. 

3. On developing countries, it forces a review in 2015 itself, and mandated them to even 

provide finance in near future. Also contains prescriptive list of actions like peaking year & 

other onerous targets, to be followed by all. 

4. For developed countries, its a sweet ride. No concrete measures to increase financial 

commitments pre 2020alongwith no push forward for ratifying 2nd period of Kyoto 

protocol. 

5. Loss & damage is not set as a separate pillar of climate change talks at Paris in 015. 

It must be realized that the interests of every nation must count and united defense is the 

only way-forward. Selfish interest deteriorates trust and common aims should uphold the 

needs of those who are in most precarious positions. 

GS2 

Q3) “India needs „Make for India‟ strategy, not „Make in India‟ to boost growth and jobs.” 

Comment 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Any development strategy has to look after two major prospects. 
1. comparison to world or global strategy. 
2. Its own environment. 

Indian PM ambitious program 'Make in India' to boost exports and create jobs has to be 
evaluated by considering above points. As the world economy is still weak it is not good to 
initiate export based program for growth instead we need to concentrate on our own 
domestic and regional needs to be met. To achieve this it is to be 'Make for India' rather than 
'Make in India'. 
And Indian context is totally different from that of other countries. So its development 
strategy should also be different. China has followed export led growth and it was 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/better-tomake-for-india-rajan/article6687945.ece
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successful, it may not be the same for India (similar with SEZ, it was successful in China but 
failed in India) as world is not in a position to accommodate one more such country. 

Gearing up economy and boosting job opportunities is possible by understanding our 
regional needs and working for it. 

 

Q4) “It will be erroneous to construe the high voter turnout as a sign of Kashmiris 

embracing the Indian Constitution.” Critically comment. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Democracy of any country comes with the participation of people. So in all democratic 
countries voters are always enthused to vote and participate in democratic process. 
As we have seen in recent elections all over the country, voter turnout is very high 
compared to all previous elections. Kashmir unlike previous elections is witnessing a high 
turnout this time in elections which some people believe is that now people there are more 
inclined towards India but looking at this high turnout at this way could be wrong due to 
many reasons. 

1) In Parliamentary elections, turnout was low close to 50 %. If people would have been 
embracing constitution then they would have voted in parliamentary elections in high 
number. 
2) Local state elections are generally about local issues, road, electricity and water. So now 
people are voting to get these basic facilities and this in not anyway shows their inclination 
towards India 
3) In any election people vote to get rid of the regime which is not giving them the 
development, jobs, so people vote against the incumbent . 
4) Many Kashmiris are unhappy with the local government with the kind of government 
response in the aftermath of devastating floods they have gone through, so they will be 
voting against the current administration. 
5 ) It is good that people are defying calls from separatist to stay away from voting but in 
local elections issue is not India or Pakistan. 
6) Today in this 21st century world, people understand that voting is important to get your 
voice heard and you can change regime. 
7) It is also possible people are voting tactically to keep some party away from government 
which doesn't understand their issues. 

Basically to see people voting is good for any democracy, they may be voting for any 
reasons or with any motives but when people vote then they can expect their voices to be 
heard. With high voter count, they will be getting the government of their choice which will 
be answerable to them. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/interpreting-the-kashmiri-vote/article6687919.ece
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GS2 

Q5) “The CRPF is so ill-prepared to fight Maoists, it is a miracle its troops are not 

deserting en masse.” In the light of recent death of CRPF jawans at the hand of Maoists, 

critically comment on the statement. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Maoists have given CRPF a big jolt recently after attacking them in daylight and killing 
many of them. CRPF is conducting SADO from last month in Chhatisgarh but it has not 
yield good results for them instead it has hurt CRPF badly. It seems CRPF is not prepared 
well to fight these Guerrillas war experts. There are various reasons for it. 
1) They are not well aware of those dense forest areas. 
2) Maoists have better information about the CRPF movement because they are helped by 
local villagers. 
3) Local people don't want to help CRPF as they are also very much unhappy with 
government and their own people are also suffering with lot of diseases and poverty which 
government is not taking care of. 
4) Some of the local people are also part of Maoists gangs so they help Maoists instead of 
CRPF. 
5) CRPF seems to have some coordination problem due to many different units working 
together. 
6) For fighting Guerrilla warfare CRPF need to be prepared for surprise, small team 
formations, mobility, quick action, close knit tasks, specific training etc but it seems they are 
not prepared for all these. 
7) CRPF people are not motivated due to very bad facilities given to them, no proper 
hospitals for their treatment. Due to bad facilities lot of CRPF people are suffering from lot 
of serious diseases like malaria. 

If these conditions continue, a lot of CRPF personnel will start leaving this job. Government 
need to act fast and they need to do lot of things like improving their basic facilities, giving 
them proper treatment, giving the martyrs proper respect. 
Government also needs to win the local people and need to convince them that government 
will help them and will provide them good life. 

 

 

 

 

 

Q6) “Turkey, once a secular state, is slowly becoming an authoritarian and Islamic state.” 

Comment 

The Hindu 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-central-reserve-police-mess/article6687922.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/overturning-ataturks-legacy/article6687921.ece
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Ans: 

Turkey is one of the unique country, because inspite of having 99 percent of its population 
being muslim it is secular in its credentials, cities are westernised and modern. This is due to 
their country's first president Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. 

But now recent scenarios in Turkey is a matter of concern. Because the people are seeing 
erosion of secular values by a pro-islamist govt of Mr.Eradogan. His vision is far from 
Kemalism. Under the rule of Ataturk women enjoyed equal rights and had better place in 
society. But recent OECD(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) 
report showed that Turkish women are treated worst in Europe. 

Under the rule of Mr.Erdogan secular school have been converted to religious ones, in 
public offices people with pro-Islam are in majority and recently president said that the 
problem of Kurdish minority can be solved by appealing to Islamic values. These all show 
that slowly Turkey is converting from secular state to pro-Islamic state. 

And now in Turkey Twitter is banned, journalists are being censored, civilian protests are 
being struck down by govt, attempts are going on to suppress army and to gain control over 
judiciary. This implies slowly the freedom of speech and expression is being taken away and 
Independence of judiciary is also taken away by govt. By all these it is evident that Turkey is 
becoming an authoritarian state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


